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The authenticity of the recording evidence is the foundation of legitimacy and relevance, which
is  the  primary condition of  recording evidence.  With the  springing up  of  private  recording
evidence, there is an urgent need for authenticity identification of recordings. That the evidence
shall be from an accurate and legitimate source is a prerequisite for three elements. Recording
equipment  identification is  the core content  of  sources  of  evidence.  This  article  studies  the
characteristics of the recording device parameters, proposing three characteristic parameters of
recording equipment such as the proportion of time-domain low roughness, etc. And combined
with improved Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficient (MFCC) feature parameters characteristic
parameters  constitute  a  hybrid 92-dimensional.  According to  experimental  analysis,  with 10
different brands and models of recording device (including five different brands and models
commonly used in voice recorder and five kinds of commonly used different brands and models
of mobile phones), 60 young men and women, each of 10 different voice, the same type of
equipment  to  record  each  2,  shows  that  mixed  characteristic  parameters  can  effectively
characterize the characteristics of the recording equipment. Recognition rate increases by more
than 6% compared with ordinary cepstrum.
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1. Introduction

The recording equipment classification is the latest audio forensics research hotspot [1]. In
the course of the audio evidence provided, somebody claims that he used a device to record
audio evidence, but there is no effective way to verify it, hence, people carry out researches in
this area [2-3]. In 2006, Lukas [4] studied on the effects of the sensor output noise on VCR
recognition. Since 2007, Dirik [5-6], who studied the impact of dust characteristics of the sensor
to VCR recognition, achieved valuable results. Tsai and Li  et al. had a in-depth study cellular
phone recognition[7-8] . Cemal et al.  extracted cell phone’s characteristics from the cell phone
recording  signal[9],  and  using  the  MFCC parameters  as  feature  parameters  and  SVM as  a
recognition model, a high recognition rate of 96% is achieved for 14 different phones.

Cemal had studied and analyzed the characteristic parameters and recognition model of
recording  equipment,  its  characteristic  parameters  and  recognition  model  are  based  on  the
existing speaker recognition features and models, either  Fourier  Transformation parameters or
MFCC  is  not  for  a  special  recording  device  identification  parameters [10].  Characteristic
parameters that specifically for recording equipment are still very few. In terms of the MFCC,
low-dimensional  parameters  generally  reflect  the  speaker's  semantic  features,  and  high-
dimensional  parameters generally  reflect  the  speaker's  personality  traits. The  MFCC  will
definitely affect  recognition  of  recording  devices  accuracy  rate,  when  it  is  used  as  a
characteristic  parameter  of  recording  equipment. Therefore,  we  must  find  or  construct
characteristic parameters consistent with the characteristics of the recording device.

From the recording equipment itself, taking into account copyright and other reasons, there
may be  a  difference  in  terms  of  recording  circuit  and  chip,  sampling  rate,  the  number  of
quantization bits and the compression algorithm, where we can find the recording equipment
personality  characteristics.  Also,  recording  equipment  parameters  are  not  only  mixed  in
semantic features bands but also mixed in speaker feature parameters.

Hence, considering the lack of  special characteristic parameters of recording equipment,
we study and propose a number of characteristic parameters characterizing feature of recording
equipment firstly, and then combining with existing audio feature consist of mixed feature of
recording equipment.

2. Propose of two Time-frequency Domain Characteristic Parameters

Currently on the market a lot of recording equipment or phone recording material have
adopted the compression. Different compression algorithms and filtering algorithm makes audio
signal present different time-frequency domain features, and at present there is no research on
this  aspect.  Therefore,  it  is  necessary to  analyze  the  new characteristics  parameters  of  the
recording device according to this situation.

2.1 Amplitude Proportion

For  the  recording  device,  considering  patents  and  other  reasons,  recording  equipment
differ from each other in circuit and personality characteristics, which constitute the personality
characteristics  of  the  recording  equipment.  Minimum  amplitude  proportion  is  a  parameter
reflecting quantization bit number of the device. In the recording signal, the amplitude of the
smaller sampling points occupies a certain proportion. After normalized quantifying the signal,
the minimum amplitude and the number of quantization bits show the following relationship:

min 2 M
Kx K -=                                         (2.1)

in which M is quantization bit number, min Kx  is the K-th minimum amplitude. Any amplitude

is an integer multiple of the minimum quantization value.
Amplitude proportion is:
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min /K K totalAratio num num=                                    (2.2)

As  the  statistical  properties  of  the  speech  signal  satisfies  Laplace  distribution,  amplitude
distribution of the speech signal satisfies the following equation:

| |( ) 0.5 2a x
L xp x ae a s-= =，                                  (2.3)

2.2 Time-domain Low Proportion Roughness

In the speech signal  processing,  in order to improve the quality of hearing or speaker
recognition rate, people pay more attention to vowel, larger amplitude of a signal, and optimize
in the spectrum. They often overlook the processing of the auditory insensitive low amplitude
sampling points, which often carry characteristics of the amplifier circuit's non-linear area and
compression algorithms personality characteristics such as  information of quantify bits which
reflects the characteristics of the recording equipment.

According to the probability distribution of the voice, the voice in the amplitude of the
lower case, were evenly distributed. However, the proportion of low amplitude is not uniformly
distributed. Each device presents a unique personality trait in the low-amplitude. The proportion
of time-domain low roughness's definition process is given as following.

It can be defined by:

  2 M
ix i -=                          

   (2.4)

The proportion ia  in each frame is defined as follows:

( )

_
i

i

count x
a

count total
=

                    
      (2.5)

( )icount x  denotes the  number  of  the  data  whose  amplitude is ix  in  the  frame,

_count total  is frame length. Let:

1| |i i ib a a -= -                    
          (2.6)

when

11, 0i b= =                      
       (2.7)

It can be defined as follows：

~ 1{ , ,..., }i j i i i jb b b b+ +=                   
      (2.8)

Then we can make the following definition:

~ ~
H

i j i j
ij

b b
c

j
=

                       
  (2.9)

ijc  gives roughness of a total of j points starting of the i-th minimum amplitude. If the low

amplitude  were  evenly  distributed,  and  ia  satisfy ： , 1, 2,3,ia a i= " = L ,  where  a is  a

constant.                        
Equation (2.6) may be represented as:

If 0, 1,2,3,ib i= " = L，then:

~ ~ 0
H

i j i j
ij

b b
c

j
= =

                  
       (2.10)
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2.3  Characteristic Mixing Parameters of Recording Device

According to the above analysis, this chapter intends to adopt the following mixing 92-
dimensional feature mixing parameters as the characteristic parameter of recording equipment.
Table 1 shows the details.

The MFCC and DCT minimum amplitude proportion features based on frequency domain
have been proved to be effective in prior works. In last two subsection, we have demonstrated
that the effect of quantization step of difference devices. The feature vectors in spacial domain
are sensitive to the effect. A reasonable approach can be obtained to combine the time-domain
and  frequency-domain  features  to  construct  a  better  classifier.  Base  on  this,  we  mix  44-
dimensional MFCC features, 10-dimentional DCT minimum amplitude proportion features, 20-
dimensional  time domain minimum amplitude proportion features and 20-dimensional  time-
domain low proportion roughness features for the feature vector.

Mixed characteristic parameters Description

MFCC1-10，33-64
Using 64-dimensional MFCC parameters’ low-dimensional and
high-dimensional parts

10-dimensional DCT minimum amplitude
proportion

Frequency domain features, after DCT transform, calculate the 
number of the minimum value of 10 points in the proportion of 
all point values.

20-dimensional minimum amplitudeproportion
Time-domain characteristics, calculate the number of the 
minimum value of 20 points in the proportion of  all point 
values. Definition is shown in Equation  (2.3).

20-dimensional time-domain low proportion 
roughness

Definition is  shown in Equation (2.6).

Table 1: Time-frequency mixing characteristic parameters of recording equipment

3. Experimental Results and Analysis

The recording device used in the experiment  are five  recording device (  each type of
equipment is two). Recording subjects were 60 persons consist of 30 young men and 30 women.
Everyone speaks 10 different Mandarin, and every word is about 10 seconds, generating 6000
wav audio data.  The sampling frequency is 44.1KHz, quantization bits are all 16-bit, frame
length is 2048 points, a frame shift of 50%.Take a word each person and each device as training
audio, the other as a test audio.

The basic situation of these five voice recorder are as follows:
(1) Sony PCM-M10: Recordable: MP3 format, sampling frequency is 44.1KHz (bit rate is

64Kbps,  128Kbps,  320Kbps);  PCM format,  sampling  frequency selectable  from 22.05KHz,
44.1KHz,  48KHz,  96KHz,  respectively,  can  be  quantified  into  a  16bit  /  24bit;  hereinafter
referred to by Sony.

(2)  Tong  Fang  TF-A20:  MP3  (sampling  frequency  is  32KHz,  192Kbps),  hereinafter
referred to by Tong Fang;

(3)  Jing  Hua  DVR-818:  MP3  (sampling  frequency  of  32KHz,  128Kbps),  hereinafter
referred to by Jing Hua;

(4)  Modern HYM-3698:  MP3 (sampling frequency of 44.1KHz, 128Kbps),  hereinafter
referred to as the Modern;

(5) Sanyo ICR-PS004M: MP3 (sampling frequency of 44.1KHz, bit  rate of 192Kbps),
hereinafter referred to by Sanyo.

Baseline system uses 12-dimensional MFCC parameters that Cemal proposed in 2012 as a
baseline characteristic parameters. Actually voice signal characteristic parameters including the
speaker characteristic parameters have the best noise immunity. MFCC parameters characterize
personality traits of the most effective.
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Recognition model uses SVM classifier. The proposed method with hybrid characteristic
parameters is compared with a baseline proposed in a paper [9]. Experimental results are listed
in Table 2.

Sony Sanyo Modern Tong Fang Jing Hua AVGERAGE

Baseline proposed 82.2% 74.6% 76.9% 65.1% 68.4% 73.4%

Proposed method 91.7% 78.5% 81.4% 73.0% 75.5% 80.0%

Table 2:  Identify performance comparison of no projection of hybrid feature parameters

Table 2 gives a comparison of recognition rate between hybrid characteristic parameters
and the baseline system. Recognition mode uses the text-independent manner. From the table,
recognition rate of  hybrid characteristic parameters increases by more than 6% compared with
baseline system. The most obvious improvement is Sony, which improve by 9.5%. For a variety
of devices, recognition rate of Sony is highest, Sanyo and modern secondly, between 75% to
83%.  Tong  Fang  and  Jing  Hua  are  poor,  around  70%. An  average  accuracy  of  80.0%  is
achieved,  compared  with  that  of  73.4%  obtained  by  the  baseline.  The  results shows  that
combination  of  the  proportion  of  low time-domain  roughness  and  MFCC can improve  the
performance of the device identification

Table 3 shows the result of picking up characters from characteristic parameters of base
line and mixing characteristic parameters through the way of orthogonal projection operator.
From the table,  it  is  obvious that  adopting the orthogonal  projection operator improves the
recognition  rate  of  system.  For  example,  equipments  like  Sony,  Sanyo  and  Modern  get  a
significant improvement of 3% to 5% approximately.  However, the improvement of property
seems not very obvious for Tong Fang and Jing Hua, whose improvements are approximately
below 1%.

Sony Sanyo Modern Tong Fang Jing Hua AVGERAGE

with  orthogonal
projection operator

86.3% 77.9% 80.6% 66.7% 69.2% 76.1%

Proposed   method
with  orthogonal
projection operator

93.1% 83.2% 84.0% 74.4% 75.9% 82.1%

Table  3:  Comparison  of  Identifying  performance  by  orthogonal  projection  of  mixing
characteristic parameters 

4. Conclusion

The original-evidence research mainly consists of obtaining evidence with the recording
equipment, recognizing the time and place of recording and so on. The progress of recognizing
recording time and place achieve less among home and abroad. The judge mainly depends on
the relevance of other evidence during the actual operation. But research of obtaining evidence
of recording equipment is still the hot issue among domestic and overseas in terms of speech
single processing , which remains in the technology trigger and has not raised or analyzed the
special  characteristic  parameter  of  recording  evidence.  The  article  goes  deep  into  the
characteristic  parameter  of  recording  evidence,  raises  the  time-domain  low  proportion
roughness and other two characteristic parameters of recording evidence, which constitutes 92-
dimensional  feature  mixing  parameters  combined  with  the  modified  MFCC  characteristic
parameters . The experiment demonstrates that the mixed characteristic parameters are able to
represent  the  feature  of  recording  evidence  effectively,  by  collecting  sixty  youth  that  ten
different speech each of them and two speech of the same model with five different brand of
recording  evidence, whose  recognition  rate  raises  up  by  10.4  percent  comparing  with  the
ordinary parameters of cepstrum.
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